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Welcome to Tutorful 
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Our mission is to help anyone find their perfect tutor so 
they can achieve their learning goals.

Our mission

We:
Handle payments so you can focus on tutoring and 
grow your business
Guarantee payments for all tutoring lessons
Give client enquiries
Provide apps and an online classroom
Have a great support team 

-

-
-
-
-

Our promise to you is simple: we aim to provide you 
with all the tools and clients you need to build a 
successful tutoring business.

Our promise to you



How to be a 
successful tutor 
with Tutorful
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We aim to work closely with our tutors, and help them 
build a successful career in Tutoring. In return, we 
expect a few important things of every tutor on our 
platform: 

Respond quickly to enquiries
Tutors who respond in less than 2 hours are twice as likely to get a booking 
as those that take more than 24 hours. Reply even if you can’t help. We can 
then find them an alternative tutor and your response time will not be 
affected. 

Book all lessons through Tutorful
It’s important that you book in all lessons with Tutorful clients through the 
platform, and don’t take cash.

Plan your lessons in advance
Ensure you know your students needs and areas they wish to improve on, 
and plan the lesson around them.

Give regular feedback and homework 
We expect our tutors to give regular feedback to clients (tip - you can do 
this through the app), and set homework or extra studying where 
appropriate. 
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We aim to work closely with our tutors, and help them 
build a successful career in Tutoring. In return, we 
expect a few important things of every tutor on our 
platform: 

A Writing a great profile

B Responding to enquiries 
and booking lessons

C Online tutoring

D Applying for
tutoring Jobs

E The app

F Availability



Getting started

Your profile is your first chance to sell yourself! Your 
photo should be smart and just of you, your bio should 
include a bit about your experience, how you would run 
your lessons and your availability. Try not to list too 
many subjects, as students can be put off by jacks of 
all trades! Make sure your qualifications ‘match up’ 
with the subjects you are offering.

A. Writing a great profile
!

GCSE maths and physics tutor

I am a current PhD student at the university of Sheffield, with a Masters 

degree in mathematics. I have achieved A-levels in physics and maths and 

have a natural enthusiasm for learning, which comes through in my frie
ndly 

and creative teaching style. 

I am currently offering tuition in GCSE maths and physics. Having recently 

finished education I have a strong understanding of a variety of engaging 

teaching methods, as well as what is expected of students. This means I 

can help my students by focusing on topics that they feel they need help 

with and develop their understanding in a method that best suits their 

learning style. I can provide help with understanding syllabus content, 

developing exam technique and how to produce the most effective revision 

resources.

My bio

GCSE maths and physics tutor

Have a bio long enough to inform, but 
not long enough for the student to lose 
interest.

Profile tip #2

Choose a great picture of yourself!

Profile tip #1

Writing a great profile  |  4Tutor handbook
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You will start to receive messages from students, it is 
really important you respond to these as quickly as 
possible. 

It helps you secure that booking, as students may 
message several tutors.

Your average response time is displayed on your 
profile. It is important to respond even if you can’t help, 
so that the student can contact other tutors.

B. Responding to enquiries and 
booking lessons

To book a lesson
1. Use the ‘Book a lesson’ option at the top of the 
screen to bring up the booking form and then click 
‘Create Booking’.

2. As soon as your student confirms that lesson 
booking, we will text you.

3. Students really appreciate knowing their weekly 
tuition is sorted and booked ahead of time, so we 
encourage you to make repeat bookings where you 
can. 

After a first lesson has taken place, students can then 
request a date and time for their next lesson. You’ll get 
a notification from us with simple options to accept 
the booking or message to find a better time or date.

Hi Steve, I would like Maths (GCSE) lessons at my home for 

my son Luke. He is in year 10 and struggling with fractions.

Annie |  3 minutes ago

Hi Annie,
Thanks for your message. I should be able to help your son. I 

have availability at 11am on Mondays.

Let me know if it will work for you? I am available this coming 

Monday if you would like.Kind regardsSteve

 2 minutes ago | Steve
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The online classroom is a really useful tool, as you can 
do every lesson from the comfort of your own home 
and don’t have to take into account travel times or 
costs. We do have a lot of useful FAQ articles which go 
through how this works, and you can access a demo 
version which you can use to get an idea of how this 
would work and if you feel you could use this to give 
great lessons!

C. Online tutoring

Only list subjects that you are a master 
of and confident in teaching.

Profile tip #3
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Tutorful has a Jobs board where students looking for 
help in your area will post a brief description of what 
they are looking for. If you can help, you can respond 
with information about yourself, your qualifications 
and your availability! Up to four tutors can apply to 
each job.

D. Applying for tutoring Jobs

Add qualifications relevant to the 
subjects you are offering.

Profile tip #4
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If you have not done so already, we would highly 
recommend downloading our app if you have a 
smartphone or tablet, as this makes managing your 
bookings as well as responding to student messages 
much easier as you can do this on the go! This is 
available on both the App Store and Google Play Store, 
and it is free to download.

E. The app



Getting started

When you create your profile, you can set your 
indicative availability using the calendar. This will give 
students a view of when you are usually available to 
teach.

F. Availability

Add a snappy tagline to get that first 
nibble!

Profile tip #5

Availability  |  9Tutor handbook



Getting started

There is a feature built in to our app which makes 
leaving feedback for a students after a lesson quick 
and easy. In the mobile app, just tap on a completed 
lesson and you will see an ‘Add lesson feedback’ 
button. You can add a few details about the lesson, 
describe what went well, or suggest a few topics for 
your next lesson in just a few seconds. Your students 
or their parents will be notified to read what you’ve 
written between lessons. 

G. Feedback

Feedback  |  10Tutor handbook



Getting started

We’re committed to protecting our tutors, so we have 
added a ‘Report Student’ function to the messages 
area of the website and the mobile app. To report a 
student, simply click the ‘Report’ button at the top of 
the message page. Please be aware that students 
should only be reported in the following 
circumstances:

H. Report a student
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If a student is using inappropriate, offensive or 
abusive language
If you believe the message is spam
If the student is attempting to recruit you
If you have a concern for the student’s welfare
If the student is asking you to complete work 
for them

-

-
-
-
-

There are loads more really useful 
guides in our FAQ’s - you can find these 
by pressing the ‘Resources’ button at 
the top of the Tutorful website.



Scores
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At Tutorful, we pride ourselves on working with the 
best tutors who can provide high quality lessons for 
our students. It’s really important to us that we’re able 
to match students quickly with tutors they are likely to 
book with, so to help with this, we use 4 scores to 
determine where you'll be shown in our search results. 
You will be able to view these on your dashboard to 
see how you are doing, and you are always welcome 
to let us know if you do have any questions 
surrounding these scores! They are calculated 
automatically by an algorithm running behind every 
tutor profile, and they are the same for every tutor who 
uses our platform.

! Booking score

" Client review

Response time

Repeat

The four scores are as follows:
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Scores

Your booking score shows how likely students are to 
book with you after getting in touch. This score is 
calculated based on the activity of your account in 
response to new enquiries along with the other tutors 
in your area.If this score drops, please message 
students you've previously had contact with on 
Tutorful, and offer them sessions with yourself. 
Students will often create an account and forget about 
tutoring, so it's worth messaging everyone on your 
messages tab!

Booking score

Reviews are a fantastic way to boost your profile, as 
new students can read through these before they 
contact you through the site to get an idea of how 
other students have found your lessons. We 
automatically prompt students after their second 
lesson with you to leave a review, and we highly 
recommend you asking them to do this as these look 
great on your profile!

Client review
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Scores

Your response time is a calculation of how timely you 
responded to the 10 most recent enquiries from 
students. Potential clients are much more likely to get 
in touch with you if they see you have a quick response 
time, so we'd recommend downloading our free app 
so you can make sure you're responding to students 
while you're on the go!

Your repeat client score is a measure of how likely 
students are to book in further lessons with you after 
your first one together. This score will improve with the 
amount of repeat clients you have with us!

Repeat client scoreResponse time
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Cancellations
Students can cancel any time up to 12 hours before the lesson start time 
for free, but any lessons cancelled within 12 hours of the start time can be 
charged at 50% of the total lesson fee.

Payments
Ensure you know your students needs and areas they wish to improve on, 
Tutorful will process the payments for all of the lessons you teach, and it is 
important that tutors do not accept cash for lessons as everything does 
need to be booked and paid for through the website.

We take payment from students 24 hours after each lesson, and we 
transfer payment to you 7 - 9 days after this. With Tutorful you will never 
have to chase students for payment, have those awkward conversations, 
track bank transfers or take cheques to the bank. Simple!

Tutorful commitments
-

-

-
-

-
-

To create an environment in which individual differences and the 
contributions of all are recognised and valued. 
To create a working environment that promotes dignity and respect 
for everyone. 
To not tolerate any form of intimidation, bullying, or harassment.
To encourage anyone who feels they have been subject to 
discrimination to raise their concerns so we can apply corrective 
measures. 
To ensure everyone is treated with dignity and respect. 
To regularly review all our practices and procedures so that fairness is 
maintained at all times. 

Equality and Diversity Policy
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If you ever have any issues with the website, or need to report a problem 
with a student, please feel free to email us with any relevant screenshots 
and we can look into this as soon as possible

Our app has a useful ‘Bug reporting’ feature which allows you to quickly 
and easily let us know of errors within the App, so you can continue 
managing your lessons without issue

We are a young company, so we are always looking for feedback on how to 
make our platform work best for our tutors! If you ever have any 
suggestions on improvements to the site or an idea you wish to share, 
please do not hesitate to let us know

If you would like to get in touch, don’t hesitate to pick 
up the phone or drop us a message. We’d love to hear 
from you.

We’re here to help!

0114 3830989
Monday - Friday
9am - 7pm
support@tutorful.co.uk


